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It’s your future, make it count. So whatever you want to be in the future, start making it happen now with
the Future Account.
• No monthly account fee
• Swipe for free
• 24/7 banking via ATMs, FNB Branches, Cellphone Banking, Online Banking, fnbna.mobi & the FNB App
• Buy prepaid airtime for yourself or someone else via the many FNB channels available
• Withdraw up to a N$1,000 per month for free at any FNB ATM

061 299 2222
Bank of #TheChangeables. One simple change makes a big difference.
Terms and Conditions apply.
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The
Damara
Tern

O

nly about 2,685 breeding pairs of Damara terns are present in
the world and as said, more than 90% of all Damara terns breed
in Namibia. They breed on the ground, but don’t make a real nest. It
is more a little scrape in loose sand, or gravel. In here they lay one
egg, that both mum and dad breed on for three weeks.

(Ruben Fijn, Jolanda Veldhuis)

N

amibia has a long coastline, and this
coast is home to many different
animals. In the water we have fish, sharks,
dolphins and whales. On the beaches live
seals, jackalsand hyenas. But the most
obvious to see are huge numbers of birds.

O

nce the egg hatches, mum
and dad fly up and down to
the sea to catch small fish, squid
or small shrimps for the little
one. They can only fly with one
prey item in the beak, so they
commute a lot each breeding
season! Luckily, the chick grows
fast and after three weeks, it can
fly by itself to stay close to its
parents. They will keep on feeding
the chick for a while until it can
catch its own fish.

S

ome of these birds come from
far away. They are so-called
migrant birds and fly all the way
from Europe to Namibia to escape
the cold winter in the north. This
trip is more than 12.000 km of
flying! The migrant birds particularly
like southern Africa because of the
waters off the coast that are rich in
nutrients and therefore teem with
fish! Yummie! These birds don’t
breed here: they only come to
Namibia for food and a rest.

4

H

owever, did you know
that we also have a lot of
breeding birds on our coasts?
Many penguins, cormorants,
gulls, terns and plovers breed
alone or in colonies to raise their
children. And for some species
the Namibian coast is the only
place in the world where they
breed: one of these birds is the
Damara tern.
The Damara tern is a small
member of the tern family.
Terns are a very diverse group of
seabirds that are present in all
oceans from pole to pole. There
are around 40 different species
worldwide. They look a bit like
gulls, but all have pointier wings
and tails. Some tern species
can be huge, like the Caspian
tern which is almost 1.5 meters
when it stretches its wings. But
the Damara tern is one of the
smallest terns in the world with
stretched wings only
about 45 cm.

D

amara terns don’t breed
directly on the coastline
as there are many blackbacked jackals patrolling the
coast to look for food. And
what is nicer for a jackal than
a juicy Damara tern egg, or
a little chick that can’t fly.
So, the Damara tern parents
are very clever and breed
between 1 and 5 km inland,
in the coastal dunes.

C

lever it may seem; but
breeding on the ground
also makes the nests very
vulnerable. People like to use
the dunes for fun! Hiking,
motorcycling and off-road
driving in the dunes can
be detrimental to the nest.
The eggs and chicks are so
small and camouflaged,
that no driver will see them,
and many nests get lost in
this way.

S

ome Damara terns leave Namibia after the breeding season
to migrate to West Africa. They winter on the coast between
Benin and Congo. However, in recent years more and more
Damara terns stay the winter in Namibia. Why they do so,
is unknown… yet… there is a group of ornithologists (bird
researchers) that wants to look into that! You will read more
about this project in the next PAKO!

So stay tuned … and read more about
the YourTern Project
later on!
© All pictures copyright J.P. Roux
Did you know that Damara terns usually hatch
only one chick a year?
With many off-road drivers and an increase
in tourist activities in the birds‘ breeding
grounds, they are seriously threatened.

http://www.yourtern.org/

Cave Expedition

The Children are exploring a cave. They are amazed by all the
living creatures in the cave.
Can you help the children counting all the animals?
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(find answers on page 22)
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More than half of the oxygen (O2)
you breathe comes from marine
photosynthesizers , like phytoplankton and
seaweed. Both use carbon dioxide, water
and energy from the sun to make food for
themselves, releasing oxygen in the process.

O2

Whales fertilise the oceans by pooing in
surface waters.
Whale poo is rich in iron and nitrogen
scarce minerals that are crucial to the
growth of the phytoplankton.

S E O
N C A
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Phytoplankton removes carbon dioxide
(CO2) from the atmosphere and plays an
important role in the food chain.

Whales play a key part in helping to combat
climate change through their role in the
marine ecosystem. They play a vital role in the
health of the oceans where they help provide
over 50% of our oxygen, combat climate
change and sustain fish stocks.

Put simply, we need more whales in the
oceans to help combat the impact of climate
change. The more whales there are, the
healthier the oceans will be and the less
carbon dioxide there will be in
the atmosphere.

CO2

When it comes to find nourishment,
whales also go down in the deep sea;
yet, to breathe, they must surface. This
natural vertical motion works as a “pump”,
which leads extremely important elements
towards the sea surface. These movements
help the circulation of nutrients
throughout the ocean, the fertilization of
its waters and are crucial to stimulating
fish abundance by improving ecosystem
productivity.

What is phytoplankton?
Plants or plantlike organisms are called
phytoplankton. These organisms are often
no larger than a single cell. For example, a
single-celled type of algae, called a diatom,
is a common form of phytoplankton.
Phytoplankton floats near the surface of
the water.

H S L
A E W

More Whales, More Plankton, More Krill, More Fish.
Whales are not simply a major consumer of krill and fish, but play
a critical role in sustaining the very krill and fish populations upon
which they feed.
Krill are small crustaceans that look similar to shrimp and feed on
phytoplankton. Krill are a vitally important link in the global food
chain and are the main staple diet of hundreds of different animals
including fish, whales, seals, penguins, albatrosses, petrels, squid
and many others. Krill are the basis of the food web in the Southern
Ocean around Antarctica and most marine species depend on krill
for their survival.
Simply put: more whales = more nutrients = more phytoplankton
= more small fish and krill.
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A: false - Kittens need kitten food! Kittens’ needs for fat, some
fatty acids, and most vitamins are the same as for adult cats. But
kittens have a higher requirement for protein, amino acids, and
minerals, as well as for some vitamins. B: true C: true

A: false - Chocolate is toxic to dogs because it contains
theobromine. Humans metabolize theobromine easily, but dogs
don‘t. B: false - old dogs actually will respond faster and with
greater dedication to training and trying to please their owners.
C: true

Old dogs can’t learn new tricks.

Let your kitten rest - growing and learning is tiring, let
your kitten rest regularly.

A dog’s nose print is unique, much like a person’s
fingerprint.

Kittens (cats) need hiding places. Down time is crucial
for good feline mental and physical health.
Kittens can eat ‘adult cat food’.
A: false - Dalmatian puppies are born without spots. B: true
C: true

Chocolate is a good treat for dogs.
A: true B: true C: false - Although neutered pets do gain weight,
most of the weight gain is due to approaching physical maturity
and a slowing metabolism. Regular exercise and proper diet will
go a long way in keeping your neutered pet fit and trim.

It is important to spay and neuter your cat because on
average, a cat can have three litters of kittens per year
with four kittens per litter.

Dalmatian puppies are already born with their spots.

Generally, spayed and neutered pets live healthier,
longer and happier lives.

A well-socialized puppy creates a behaved, relaxed
and safer dog.

My cat will get fat when spayed/neutered.

Do not feed your puppy cow’s milk, as dogs are lactoseintolerant and milk can cause diarrhoea.

Labradors are popular service dogs. Service
dogs can be trained to do a variety of tasks,
including barking to alert their owner when
a epileptic seizure
occurs.
Dogs can / Issue 59
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detect epileptic seizures up to
45 minutes before they occur.
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Most Siamese cats see well, even
those with crossed eyes. However,
these cats do not have the proper
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Cats
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degrees1. 80

Even though purring takes energy, many
cats purr when they get hurt or are in pain.
It’s because the cat is trying to soothe
himself over his pain.
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Kittens are
born
with blue
eyes.

Needs
activity ana lot of
stimulatio d mental
n
boredom to avoid
vices.

Border Collies were originally bred to herd
sheep (not to guard them). They excel
at the task because of their strength,
stamina, intelligence and work ethic.
Border Collies have been bred to assist
the shepherd.

(Neutering/spaying is a term that simply means “to
remove the reproductive organs”, which is done by a
vet. Simply put: your pet will have no more babies.)

© Elodie Oudot on Unsplash
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Spaying and neutering helps control the pet
overpopulation crisis and reduces the
number of strays, which end up in
shelters instead of loving homes.

Puppies should not leave their mom and
littermates before eight weeks of age.
The mother dog has so much to teach
the new puppy; lessons that will affect
it all its life, and its littermates teach
important lessons as well.

It is common to see kittens being put up
for adoption between the ages of 8 and
10 weeks. When they have been weaned,
it is better
12 to wait until the young cat
reaches 12 weeks of age. They have better
developed, physically and emotionally.

© all-free-download.com
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Husk s a
re
extremeie
ly acti e
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day.

One of the most popular myths about huskies is
that they’re part wolf because of the way they
look. Although wolf-like in appearance,
huskies are no more closely related to
13
wolves than poodles and bulldogs are.

Strimko
How does Strimko work?

Cats may eat dog food regularly.

A well-socialised Collie is likely to get on well with children,
however as they have such a strong herding instinct they
may be tempted to ‘herd’ children or other pets.

Grapes and raisins have often been used as treats for
pets. But it’s not a good idea. Although it isn’t clear why,
grapes and raisins can make a cat (and dog) ill.

Dogs can exercise direct after eating.

I know my cat might be sick when there are sudden
changes in appetite, drinking, or eating habits and if it is
hiding more than usual.

Border Collies need a lot of exercise! On top of this,
Collies love to keep their brains active, too (e.g. learning
new tricks or playing hide and seek)!

The object of the puzzle is to fully fill in the
given grid with missing numbers observing three
simple rules. You have numbers 1 through 3 for a
3x3 grid. 1 through 4 for a 4x4 grid; and so on.

Rule #1
Each row
must contain
different
numbers.

Rule #2
Each column
must contain
different
numbers.

Rule #3
Each stream
must contain
different
numbers.

Puzzle 1
A: true B: false - You should leave at a gap (at least two hours)
after feeding and before exercising your dog. C: true

A: false - Dog food is not a suitable for cats. They do have many
of the same ingredients. But cat food is specially formulated
for a cat’s needs, which include more protein as well as certain
vitamins and fatty acids. B: true C: true - take your cat to a vet.

Puzzle 2

Huskies are known to be escape artists.

Since they were initially bred to run free, Huskies carry
independence. They will initially see your commands
more as suggestions rather than orders.

The Siamese is the legendary temple cat of the
King of Siam.

All siamese have the same colour - they are silvergrey and have striking blue eyes.

Most cats stay relatively clean and rarely need a bath, but you
should brush or comb your cat regularly. Frequent brushing
helps keep your cat‘s coat clean, reduces the amount of
shedding and cuts down on the incidence of hairballs.

A: true B: false - Most siamese are silver-grey and have
striking blue eyes. However, these beautiful felines can
also be seal, chocolate, blue, lilac, or even red!. C: true

Huskies can have dual-coloured eyes.

Puzzle 3

15

A: true B: true C: true
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False?
On a calm cat a straight-up tail with
a hooked tip is a friendly greeting.

One number is
correct and well
placed.

True
False

3

Nothing is
correct.
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One number is
correct and well
placed.
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Pako wants to visit his friends.
Can you help him to find the way?

Optical
Illusion
A female dog or female
cat and their offsprings are
capable of producing over
66,000 dogs/cats in the
span of six years!

Plastic bags and other
plastic products remain
toxic even after they
have broken up. They
don‘t biodegrade (get
broken down naturally
by micro-organisms),
they photodegrade.
This means they are
broken down by the
action of light into
smaller and smaller
pieces which never
totally decompose
and pollute the
environment.

Take a very close look at
the 2 vertical lines. Do you
think one line is longer
than the other?

Please spay and neuter
your pets as there are not
enough homes for all of
them!!
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What are they and what is their role?

Pangolins are scaly mammals who are
myrmecophagous, eating only ants and
termites. They don’t have teeth, just a long
sticky tongue that helps them reach eggs and
larvae deep inside nests. They pose no threat
to people and are in fact beneficial to the
ecosystem. Many of the species they prefer to
eat are considered pests because they eat grass
and plants which would otherwise be food for
livestock and game. It is estimated they can
consume over 7,000,000 insects per year! This
is one reason you should protect them, they
help ensure there is more food for animals that
graze.
Pangolins are the most trafficked
mammal worldwide and very often they

are confiscated alive from the illegal
wildlife trade. They are a specially
protected species, meaning it is illegal

in captivity. Things like pap, rice, or cabbage
are not part of their diet and can be harmful
if eaten.

intervene. If an animal is not doing well, they
can be brought back to the veterinarian or
rehabilitation program.

The first thing to happen after a
pangolin is rescued is for them to be

Very little conservation research has
been done on success of releases of live

taken to a veterinarian for a health check to
determine if they are fit for release into the
wild or need rehabilitation. Bloodwork is an
important contributing factor in demonstrating
the health of a pangolin prior to release. When
possible, pangolins are fitted with Satellite GPS
trackers to monitor their movement, ensure
a successful release, and protect them from
future poaching incidents. These trackers
are useful because researchers can remotely
observe pangolins to ensure they are doing
okay. Any odd behaviour can alert the postrelease monitoring team to check a weight or

pangolins into areas with an existing resident
population. Pangolins are territorial like many
carnivores, which means pangolins being
released could cause conflict and disruption
with resident individuals. In addition to
Satellite GPS trackers, we use remotely
triggered cameras to see how they use burrows
and interact with other pangolins and other
species. All of this information helps to
understand how to improve the chances of a
successful release with the least stress on the
pangolins. The highest sign of release success
is reproduction within the resident population.

What can you do to save
pangolins?

SPREAD AWARENESS! Share what
you have learned with others to raise
awareness on why it is important to
protect pangolins. If you see a pangolin,
appreciate its presence but please leave
it be free and safe in its’ home. Do not
tell others about the location that you
found it for its’ own protection.

REPORT suspicious activity to the
hotline: 55555
Suspicious activity includes:
Killing or capture of pangolins
Keeping pangolins in captivity
Possessing pangolin and/or pangolin parts
Trade in pangolins (dead or alive)
and pangolin parts
- People asking about pangolins or offering
pangolins or pangolin parts for sale.
-

to remove them from their habitat or be in
possession of them or any pangolin part.
Despite being used traditionally, these new
protections came about because of the threat
of the illegal wildlife trade to their survival.
Pangolins are under the same protections as
rhinoceros, therefore you could land yourself
serious jail time and fines to interfere with
them. It is important to report any suspicious
activity to local authorities. In Namibia you can
anonymously report wildlife crime to 55555.
What happens to a confiscated
pangolin?

Individuals rescued alive from the illegal trade
have often been held for some time to find a
buyer. They get nearly all of their hydration
from eating ants and termites, so without
eating they also become dehydrated and weak.
Their selective diet on live ants and termites
also means poachers are unable to feed them
© Kelsey Pre
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PORCUPINE
QUILLS
This animal is one in the category
‘strange animals’- the porcupine!
The word porcupine means ‘quill pig’
in Latin, however, the porcupine is
in no way related to pigs. They are
rodents; the largest and heaviest
ones of Africa.

A

quill is actually a hair that has
changed over a long period
of time. The hairs have become
enlarged and were strengthened
with layers of keratin, which makes
the quills tough and rigid. When
you look more closely at the photo
on the left, you can actually see that
the quills are adapted hairs – check
the ‘quills’ near the head, they are
long and fine.

T

owards the back of the animal,
the quills get stronger and more
hollow. As they are hollow on the
inside, they are lighter, and it gives
the porcupine the opportunity to
rattle (shake) them, which makes a
threatening - don’t come closer! sound!

P

orcupines cannot ‘shoot out’
their quills, but they can and will
attack an animal (or human!) when
threatened. They will first give a
couple of warnings, and when that
does not work, they will rapidly
move backwards, and the quills can
end up in the attacker’s face
and legs.

T

he quills are not poisonous,
but they are often dirty, and
they have very small barbs (like
fish hooks). This makes them
difficult to get out (photo at
the bottom).

W

hat often happens is that
when the animal (or
owner) try to pull the quills
out, they break off. This can
lead to very nasty infections.
The quill can stay in the
body, and if broken off can
move around in the body‘s
tissues! Because of tiny
barbs on the quills and
their triangular shape,
they actually tend to
move deeper into the
tissues, rather than
working themselves out.
As the muscles move, the
quill moves deeper.
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A

veterinary doctor once had a
dog with a swollen eye in the
clinic; eventually the eye had to be
removed, and behind the eye was
a quill! He also found quills in the
chests of other dogs.

© Anja Denker

www.wildlifevetsnamibia.com
mariska@wildlifevetsnamibia.com

The name for a
baby porcupine is a
PORCUPETTE.

???
Move only 1 match to
fix the equation

r

© Anja Denke
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Optical illustion:
Answer: They are the same
size! Hard to believe; get
out your ruler to measure
the lines and see.
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Word Scramble: Kitten / Collie

R

LA

page 16

4
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True or false?
True! On a calm cat a straightup tail with a hooked tip is a
friendly greeting.

Word Scramble:
Oceans / Whales

11

6

page 17

FA

page 8

SA

page 6
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S A FA R I E N G I N E E R I N G
www.safariengineeringnamibia.com
info@safari4x4acc.com
Office: +264 81 149 1188
1 Groot Tiras Street | Windhoek | Namibia
P.O. Box 86126 | Eros

S A FA RI EN G I NEERI N G challenges you to draw your dream car for a safari!!

Does it have a snorkel and a Rhino-proof bumper? Or maybe it has a high feeding tray for your
favourite giraffes? Let your imagination go wild and show us other cool gadgets you would
add to your dream safari car!

page 15

Draw your dream car and your chosen charity
from the three below. Why would you support
them and what is your commitment for 2022?

page 17

WORLD PANGOLIN DAY
19 FEBRUARY

REGISTRATION

Now open!

FUN RUN &
Family Market

SCIENCE ♦ TECHNOLOGY
ENGINEERING ♦ MATHEMATICS

MINDSINACTION

AVIS DAM &
EAGLES BEER GARDEN
Run & Event
Event

Every School Term
Different levels

18+:N$100
Under 18: N$50

from 6-16
each term 8 double lessons

r:
Winne

18+:N$50
Under 18: N$30

REGISTER 1 WEEK BEFORE
START OF THE COURSE

APPLY ROBOTICS TO SOLVING PROBLEMS
Learn mathematics and leadership skills
Learn principles of computer programming & engineering
Teamwork and critical thinking
ek
Fun of robotics and computers
e we f
n
o
Children from 8 to 16-years-old
rt o
ials

sta
e tr
Fre r to the
prio ourse uired
c
q
the tration re
s

regi

Contact us for more information
1-5 Fidel Castro Street, Windhoek
Tel: 061 22 57 00 | library.windhoek@goethe.de

Bring your suit: 2
pools and lifeguard
on duty. NO DOGS
IN THE POOL!

Fun Run

Family

Vendors

Market

& Music

huizen

West
n der
Mia va (Tsumeb)

2 HOURS | 10:00-12:00 |
SATURDAYS IN WINDHOEK

FULL PAYMENT N$ 1,600

Mia’s

Bring your chairs
and picnic blankets
to listen to the
music on the lawn

1.5 KM AND 5 KM

s to
lation uizen!
u
t
a
r
g
h
Con der West
n
he
Mia vaWinner of t vation
r
e
s
Entry
e Con
Giraff tion PAKO
a
Found

Giraffe

Send your pictures to kibble@safari4x4acc.com
by 16 March 2022 and stand a chance to win
some great prizes! We look forward to
seeing your wonderful ideas
and beautiful cars!
Safari Engineering proudly supports:

7:00 AM: REGISTRATION
7:30 AM: 5KM START
1.5 KM START BEFORE 9:00 AM
11:00 ALL RUNNERS MUST BE DONE
11:30 PRIZE GIVING
Bounce house !
Face painting !
Pangolin Crafts !

LIVE MUSIC

Doggos Welcome!

1:00 - 5:00 PM: LIVE MUSIC BY JACOB &
Leash only and pick
TAYLOR,VAUGHN AHRENS, THE ELLS & RIAAN SMIT up the poo please!

MARKET

CRAFT VENDORS, ICE CREAM, WINE TASTING

FUN RUN PRIZES FOR FASTEST, BEST
COSTUME, AND MORE!

Especially

NAMIBIAN

We thank the following schools for taking part at our Pako education project:
Windhoek:
Art Training School / Tel: 081 314 6257
Deutsche Höhere Privatschule Windhoek / Tel: 061 - 373 100
Dagbreek School / Tel: 061 - 227 901
Kamanjab:
Delta School Windhoek (Primary) / Tel: 061 - 228 536
Grootberg Primary School / Tel: 067 - 330 001
Holy Cross Convent School / Tel: 061 - 235 129
Okahandja:
Mammadu / Tel: 081 359 0608
J.G. van der Wath Secondary School / Tel: 062 - 501 491
St. George‘s Diocesan School / Tel: 061 - 237 456
Otjiwarongo:
St. Paul‘s College / Tel: 061 - 227 783
Privatschule Otjiwarongo / Tel: 067 - 302 913
Waldorf School Windhoek / Tel: 061 - 415 250
Perivoli Okonjima Country School / Tel: 067 - 687 032
Windhoek Afrikaanse Privaatskool / Tel: 061 - 244 219
Swakopmund:
Windhoek Gymnasium / Tel: 061 - 381 450
Mondesa Youth Opportunity
/ Tel:
064 - 403 572
Eros Girl School / Tel: 061 - 223 393
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